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Recipe Box | Julie Campbell

the new kitchen themed letterpress plates make it easy 
to create handmade gifts.  in this tutorial, i’ll show you 
how to create a set of letterpressed recipe cards that 
look like they came from an expensive boutique!  i’ll 
also show you how you can repurpose your project life 
packaging to create a recipe box.

SupplY liSt :

letterpress bundle, letterpress plates - Recipe Card 
& From the Kitchen Of; letterpress ink; 4x6 thin 
letterpress paper; project life box; patterned paper- 
bluegrass Farm Scrapbook Kit; other: spray paint, 
adhesive velcro, twine, ribbon
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Step 01 : paint project life box.  (i used an aerosol paint 
that had a built in primer & sprayed each section three 
times, allowing paint to dry completely between coats.)

Step 02 : apply printing press adhesive to the back of 
the letterpress plate.  (this basically works as a double-
sided adhesive and secures the letterpress plate onto the 
printing plate so that it won’t shift during printing.)

Step 03 : apply foam placement guides.  (place 4x6 
letterpress paper on the printing plate, making sure that 
the letterpress plate lines up perfectly when the printing 
plate is closed.  place foam placement guides on each 
side of the letterpress paper.  this will allow you to mass 
produce the recipe cards quickly because your paper 
placement will remain perfect every time.)

Step 04 : apply a pea sized amount of letterpress ink 
onto an acrylic block.

http://www.StudioCalico.com
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Step 05 : use a brayer to spread the ink evenly over the 
block.  (this will take several passes with your brayer.  You 
will be warming & “stretching” the ink so that it is spread 
uniformly on the brayer & on the block.)

Step 06 : Roll the inked brayer lightly over the letterpress 
plate a few times, making sure to evenly coat the design. 

Step 07 : Close the printing plate & press it by rolling it 
through a manual die cutter.

Step 08 : Open the printing plate & place the printed card 
to the side to dry.

http://www.StudioCalico.com
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Step 09 :  place a new piece of letterpress paper 
between the foam guides & repeat steps 6-8 until you’ve 
letterpressed your desired amount of recipe cards.

Step 10 : package your letterpressed recipe cards inside 
of your prepared box.  (i tied my cards together with 
baker’s twine & included a tea towel for my recipient.)

Step 11 :  Dress up the outside of your box.  (i wrapped 
a strip of patterned paper around my box & secured the 
ends with adhesive velcro so that the recipient could 
easily open the box.) letterpress a coordinating tag & tie 
it onto your packaging.
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